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Po l iti cs&D i p l o m a cy

In all corners of the world—from ministries in Latin America

to elite London social clubs, from Gaza refugee camps to the

s t reets of Karachi—vocal, passionate, and sometimes violent

resistance is being expressed against the United States’s per-

ceived hegemony. Whether the United States preserves or

undermines stability, perpetrates or prevents violence, nurture s

or hinders social and economic development, the United

States’s universal presence tends to invite backlash.
1

R e g a rd l e s s

of whether one views this presence as legitimate, September 11,

2001 unequivocally resolved any question of whether the Unit-

ed States would engage with the world or isolate itself from for-

eign commitments and “entangling alliances.” 

The United States’s geopolitical stature has been ascribed to

its military might, economic dominance, leadership in the

c reation and management of multilateral institutions, and its

c u l t u ral “soft power.” During the Cold War, the symbols of

American strength—from NATO warplanes to product adver-

tising—won allies and undermined Soviet communism. Wi t h

the end of the Cold War, the context in which these symbols

a re perceived has changed drastically. Today, U.S. military

might is widely re g a rded as intrusive, its economic dominance

as exploitative, its manipulation of international organizations

as self-serving, and its cultural ubiquity as arrogant. If perc e p-
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tion reflects reality, an updated stra t e g y

to communicate the United States’s mul-

tifaceted commitments, goals, and

intentions is critical. But persuasive

communication by itself will be neither

the foundation for more effective poli-

cies nor the savior of ineffective ones. In

both redefining and reasserting itself

globally, the United States must: engage

international institutions to win support;

fully recognize the world’s contra d i c t o r y

views of the United States; express its

policies coherently and consistently; and

devise new diplomatic strategies, beyond

c o e rcion and propaganda, to understand

and respond to the concerns of others.

M o reover, these goals can be accom-

plished in a manner consistent with a

realist view of the national interest. 

The new global context of world

affairs is Geodiplomacy, the nexus of

geopolitics and diplomacy. Geopolitics

is no longer limited to states nake d l y

pursuing their self-interest. Rather, it

encompasses a wide range of actors

from the private sector, civil society,

the media, labor movements, and re l i-

gious communities who influence

decisions of global significance.

Diplomacy today encompasses official

contacts far beyond accredited ambas-

sadors, as evidenced by the existence of

“public” and “track-two” diplomacies.

Geodiplomacy is the result of this sys-

temic transformation of world politics

into a global political process.
2

Many new actors influence Geodiplo-

macy, and they are redefining norms

from the ground-up. If consensus on

the normative foundations of the post-

World War II order has eroded, a com-

mon understanding of what principles

govern the emerging global polity is even

m o re tentative. For example, the U.S.

Department of State defines terrorism as

“ p remeditated, politically motivated

violence perpetrated against non-com-

batant targets by sub-national groups.”
3

In January, however, Islamic scholars

put forward a different definition: “All

acts of aggression committed by individ-

uals, groups or states against human

beings, including attacks on their re l i-

gion, life, intellect or property.”
4

In the

war against global terrorism, these

scholars, whose support is critical to

curb radicalism, have defined the Unit-

ed States as a terrorist state—an inauspi-

cious start to a long campaign. Similar-

ly, warfare has traditionally been under-

stood as open and armed hostility

between combatants of sovereign states.

But a recent Chinese treatise suggested

that war “transcends all boundaries and

limits…using all means, including

armed force or non-armed force, mili-

tary and non-military, and lethal and

non-lethal means to compel the enemy

to accept one's intere s t s . ”
5

We are no

longer able to universally distinguish

between terrorism and war, a pre c a r i o u s

and unsustainable situation where both

a re employed in the name of anybody's

j u s t i c e .
6

So long as there is no victory on

the semantic battlefield in defining war

and terrorism—and hence no mutual

understanding of what we are fighting

for or against—both the struggle against
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p e r p e t rators of hyper-violent acts and

global perceptions of the United States’s

intentions will face a dim fate. 

M i l itary victory is impossible in this

conceptual battle. In the face of new

ideological challenges, it would be fatal-

istic to ascribe the divergence of the

United States’s world-view from that of

other nations as merely the product of

power relationships which, by tra d i-

tional realist logic, naturally genera t e

balancing antagonisms.
7

This approach

also underestimates the humanistic and

psychological dimensions of power, the

a renas in which public diplomacy seeks

to advance the United States’s global

agenda. As the most powerful nation in

the world, the United States may well

remain the most resented actor. How-

ever, by leading the world from within

the framework of international institu-

tions rather than as a unilateralist hege-

mon, it can accomplish long-term

objectives while showing a “decent

respect for the opinions of mankind.”

A New American Diplomacy. I n

the United States, 9/11 is viewed as

“world changing”, but in Europe it is

viewed as “America changing.” The

United States may not always be satis-

fied with lengthy, consensus-driven

negotiations, but there is a two-fold

danger in flouting international

processes: It perpetuates the vicious

cycle of their ineffectiveness, and it may

help those with less-than-benign

intentions to undermine international

law. In the arena of Geodiplomacy, if

the United States is to win support

from foreign governments, the media,

and citizens, it must first strive to

achieve consensus on definitions and

objectives. It must make a bona fide

commitment to contribute to strength-

ening, not undermining, international

society in the long-term.
8

Numerous examples confirm that

international institutions command

respect from a substantial portion of the

world, even in the United States, but

c u r rent U.S. policy blatantly underc u t s

this respect. Rumblings of an unsanc-

tioned invasion of Iraq have stirred sus-

picion amongst even our closest allies.

Yet, on September 12, 2002, Pre s i d e n t

Bush urged the United Nations to take

responsibility for enforcing its re s o l u-

tions, so frequently violated by Iraq. This

appeal stimulated speculation that, by

a d d ressing the world with consensus-

building aims, President Bush may have

even brought the United Nations closer

to the United States.
9

M e a n w h i l e ,

National Security Advisor Condoleezza

Rice asserted that national interest and

the interests of an “illusory international

community” are ever-conflicting.
1 0

T h i s

is an a priori rejection of the very logic of

diplomacy, of compelling others’ inter-

ests to conform to your own. How odd,

then, that President Bush demonstra t e d

such implicit support for the interna-

tional community by calling upon the

United Nations to act authoritatively. 

It is important to recognize that

Bush’s multilateral appeal was not

m e rely a rhetorical exercise. Rather, it

was essential to gaining support from

key military allies in the Gulf. Days after

President Bush’s speech to the United

Nations, Saudi Arabia’s foreign minis-

ter, Prince Saud al-Faisal, committed to

allowing the United States to use Saudi

bases in the context of UN - m a n d a t e d

action against Iraq, a patent shift in

Saudi posture. He emphasized that a

UN resolution meant that “everybody is

obliged to follow through.”
1 1

It was ulti-

m ately talk of a UN resolution that aid-
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ed the United States in its quest for for-

w a rd positions in the Middle East. The

United States had originally asserted a

policy of outright “regime change” in

I raq, but apparently President Bush’s

national security team conceded that

compliance with UN resolutions should

t a ke precedence. Whether invading Ira q

or fighting terrorists, the United States

will need allies who consider it in their

national interest to support American

leadership of the international com-

munity. There is thus a logical, re a l i s t

basis for U.S. engagement with the

international community.

Applying the insight gained from the

above experience more broadly, it

should become more common for U.S.

p o l ic y m a kers to build scenarios around

international perceptions and re s p o n s e s

to the United States’s policy options

into the foreign policymaking appara-

tus, a firm step in the direction of re c-

onciling national interest with interna-

tional norms.
1 2

Though UN S e c u r i t y

Council mandates may not be a tra n-

scendent moral force, they remain the

( c u r rent) legitimate mechanism for

harmonizing interests of great and small

powers alike. Even China and Russia—

the two great powers most protective of

their sovereignty—demand that any mil-

itary action against Iraq be sanctioned by

the United Nations. The United States’s

role is to lead in forging consensus, not

to remain mired in short-term consid-

e rations. The adoption of UN Resolu-

tion 1441, reflecting a United States-

France compromise on weapons inspec-

tions in Iraq combined with the thre a t

of force, re p resents a breakthrough in

balancing American leadership with

international consultation.

In the long run, the United States actu-

ally has little choice but to seek interna-

tional consensus. Together, a global war

against terrorism, a unilateral invasion of

I raq, and permanent commitments in

Europe, Israel, and East Asia re p re s e n t

unsustainable military expenditures. They

also bring losses to American “ideological

c redit” incurred through "arrogant arm-

t w i s t i n g . ”
1 3

T h e re is a false perc e p t i o n

among American elites that “the United

States remains the unrivaled leader of the

world—the big power, which makes its

s h a re of mistakes, but without which noth-

ing good happens.”
1 4

In reality, the U.S.

abstention from numerous international

t reaties and conventions means that much

good in the world happens, not only with-

out, but also in spite of, the United

S t a t e s .
15 

Ironically, the United States

championed the notion of the Interna-

tional Criminal Court, but backed away as

legal ramifications emerged. By partici-

pating carefully in the drafting of charters,

the United States could keep these institu-

tions honest by preventing corruption of

terms such as terrorism and war crime,

t h e reby furthering the vital, cultural goal

of delegitimizing global terrorism. How-

ever, President Bush’s new National Security

S t r a t e g y p resupposes collective agre e m e n t

on threat perception and legitimate

response. It overlooks concerns that, in its

intimations concerning Iraq, the United

States is masking preemption in the lan-

guage of prevention. Only a multilatera l

path will allow President Bush to win

international support and make progre s s

t o w a rds common understandings.

Public Diplomacy, not Public
Relations. Public diplomacy will only

be effective if an understanding of for-

eign cultures and ideas directly affects the

policymaking process. Soft power should

facilitate acceptance of American poli-

cies, not serve as their substitute. The
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United States cannot be perceived as

fighting a public relations battle with the

limited aim of avenging the terrorist

attacks of September 11. Sadly, as justified

as the United States is in demanding

punishment for all parties involved in

planning those tragic attacks, 52 perc e n t

of respondents to an A l - A h r a m survey felt

that the United States “deserved it.”
1 6

Anti-American boycotts, and even ter-

rorism, in the Arab world are symptoms

of protest against American policies in

the Middle East. Although the United

States already benefits enormously from

the commercial appeal of its cultura l

exports, “soft power” is no solution to

geopolitical conflicts or interests. 

C u r rent communications stra t e g i e s

a re failing not despite but because of

multinational communication compa-

nies who convey a consumerist and deca-

dent image of the United States. The

adage may declare that advertising is only

as good as the product being sold, but in

this case, the product is only perceived to

be as good as the advertising. The

founder of ElectronicIntifada.net, Ali

Abunimah, has said, “People here re a l l y

do feel that support for Sharon is wrong

and that war against Iraq is wrong. No

amount of spinning is going to change

t h a t . ”
1 7

The Cold War success of publiciz-

ing symbols of U.S. wealth and excess

engenders in traditional, developing

societies sentiments ranging from

humiliation and envy to resentment and

anger. One observer noted, “advertising

messages in themselves have so little bite.

They are like one-way streets. Effective

c u l t u ral exchange, by contrast, depends

on engaging others in dialogue.”
1 8

Fortunately, the American population

is interested in such dialogue. In fact, it

seems that the Bush administra t i o n’ s

tone alienates U.S. citizens just as much

as A l - A h r a m ’ s Middle Eastern re s p o n-

dents. Eighty percent of Americans sup-

port UN involvement in any action

against Iraq, an internationalist re f l e x

i g n o red by policymakers, whose election

outcomes do not hinge on foreign policy

decisions. By ignoring American

instincts for fairness and equality, poli-

c y m a kers appear, as it were, l e s s w o r l d l y

than the population they re p resent. Cit-

izen exchanges—such as high school

exchange programs and journalistic

exchanges between NBC and MBC

(Middle East Broadcasting Corpora-

tion)—prove to be far more fruitful in

building trust between cultures than

overt propaganda strategies. They also act

as a positive, durable springboard for

improving cultural relations. This is

undoubtedly the case with Seeds of Pe a c e ,

a program that began by bringing Pa l e s-

tinian and Israeli youth to summer

camps in Maine to confront the "other."

These adolescents, the future leaders of

their societies, usually leave as friends,

m o re understanding of each other’s

views and less likely to perpetrate vio-

lence against each other. This is the true

n a t u re of public diplomacy: under-

standing root causes and addre s s i n g

them through concrete progra m s .

In the war against global terrorism, scholars,

whose support is critical to curb radicalism, have

defined the United States as a terrorist state.
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Fu r t h e r m o re, U.S. citizens lead the

world in civic engagement, and in

philanthropic and charitable giving.

However, few re s o u rces are curre n t l y

devoted to the tremendously impor-

tant task of encouraging U.S. involve-

ment in promotion of global norms

such as freedom of speech and human

rights. More involvement would deep-

en U.S. exposure to the global

processes that are the necessary arc h i-

t e c t u re for future world ord e r .

But the messenger is as important as

the message. The United States is a long

way from gaining the trust of Arab lead-

ers and elites. Yet, their support and

contact with domestic media and society

would contribute far more to re d u c i n g

h a t red of the United States than Ameri-

can efforts would. Winning the trust of

citizens, political leaders, business exec-

utives, and the media will accomplish far

m o re in restoring confidence in the

United States’s relations with the Ara b

and Islamic worlds than current priori-

ties, such as the United States Congre s s ’

pledge of a $500 million investment in

a 24-hour Arabic language satellite tele-

vision station. Osama bin Laden’s use of

a l - J a z e e r a to fan the flames of anti-Amer-

ican hatred in the Arab world does not

mean that a propaganda-dispensing

U.S. satellite network will counter his

success and win over disaffected Ara b s .

Would Americans trust Arab news if it

w e re translated into English?
19

A U.S. policy to encourage indepen-

dent media in the Arab world would

s u rely stimulate freedom of speech, but

the diplomatic task of communicating

American values and strategy among

p o l i c y m a kers and influential elite

around the world remains para m o u n t .

If the United States wishes to promote

what the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights calls “a common stan-

d a rd of achievement for all peoples and

all nations,” it will have to make clear

that “political and economic reform will

be an integral part of the ongoing U.S.

agenda with its Arab friends—a constant

issue in diplomatic exchanges, a subject

for congressional scrutiny, and a com-

ponent of U.S. assistance progra m s . ”
2 0

Let us remember that anti-American-

ism is widespread even amongst our

s t rategic allies, who rightly complain that

they are overlooked in policy develop-

ment and contacted only once decisions

have been made. Analysts have attributed

G e r h a rd Schroeder’s salvaging of his

e l e c t ion victory to his promise not to

commit German troops to an invasion

of Iraq, sanctioned or otherwise. The

distinction between legitimate anti-

Americanism and political opportunism

may be unclear here, but consider the

response of German intellectuals to the

widely circulated document “What We

A re Fighting For,” signed by sixty

prominent U.S. social scientists and

lawyers: “The inviolability of human

dignity applies not only to people in the

United States, but also to people in

Afghanistan, and even to the Ta l i b a n

and the al Qaeda prisoners at Guan-
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tanamo. Can we expect other nations

and cultures to perceive the application

of dual standards as anything but the

e x p ression of continuing Western arro-

gance and ignora n c e ? ”
21

Geodiplomatic Strategies. T h e

United States’s struggle to define its role

with respect to other countries, interna-

tional institutions, and foreign actors

clearly amounts to more than a polite

d i f f e rence of opinion amongst old

friends. An emerging scholarship

points to the “paradox of American

power,” the observation that globaliza-

tion diminishes the United States’s

ability to achieve its goals alone. The

power of voices criticizing the United

States will grow with rising inequality

and the proliferation of technology,

f o rcing the United States to consider

these opposing opinions. Hence, the

United States, will increasingly need to

respect the diversity of peoples, opin-

ions, and rationalities across the

globe. Geodiplomacy implies a sizeable

p r o l i f e ration in the number of

assertive groups, claims to legitimacy,

and sources of influence. 

The success of American public

diplomacy—and there f o re of its fore i g n

policy—will depend on its capacity to

c raft policies that contribute to long-

term global stability and equality,

engage in international institutions,

and demonstrate respect for the world’s

many co-existing value systems. The

existence of these multiple systems,

some consumerist, others value-driven,

and still others ideological, underpins

the cultural basis driving the global shift

t o w a rd Geodiplomacy. Feedback from

public diplomacy efforts should be

i n c o r p o rated into policymaking to cre-

ate a seamless diplomatic apparatus that

engages cultures and responds to

changes in the world. 

Americans with substantive under-

s t a n d i ng of different cultures around

the world must take the lead in cra f t i n g

policies sensitive to both national inter-

est and global perceptions. Fo r

instance, Qatar's moderate fore i g n

minister has stated that rebuilding re l a-

tions between the Arab world and the

West will re q u i re compromise from

both sides. Meanwhile, senior Ameri-

can officials who repeatedly call for

change and moderation in the Arab and

Islamic worlds consistently omit any

mention of a commensurate need for

the United States to soften positions

and demonstrate re s t raint. The United

States is unique in that it is not a unified

society in which all elements and sectors

s h a re, and are pre p a red to make sacri-

fices for, one common purpose. Deep-

er understanding of other culture s

within the U.S. foreign policy establish-

ment will allow it to more convincingly

communicate why the United States's

complex, multifaceted interests often

g e n e rate friction with global opinion.

Fortunately, peace, democracy, and

free markets are the foundations of a

new global orthodoxy to which most

states pay tribute, at least rhetorically.

The United States has in many re s p e c t s

come to re p resent or to promote these

values. However, it cannot successfully

f o rce their internalization by all culture s

and societies of the world. Cultures may

change rapidly, but they cannot be

changed by acts of policy.
2 3

For these

policies and values to be implemented

universally, they must first be disassoci-

ated from the symbolism of the United

States. Many may want the United States’

wealth, power or prestige, but few actu-

ally want to b e the United States. 
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The United States’s strategy should

t h e re f o re be m e m e t i c. It should allow these

ideals to spread on their own merits, not

as part of an Americanization package.

This would divorce them from the vicissi-

tudes of foreign perception of the United

States. The United States should claim

neither to have founded nor perfected

d e m o c racy. Instead, it should speak of

d e m o c racy as an empowering system that

satisfies a fundamental human desire for

recognition and voice. The virtue of the

f ree market should be its efficiency in

g e n e rating wealth, not the profits it brings

to U.S. multinational corporations. The

global “Generation Y” (ages 15-27)

should be a vehicle that carries this mes-

sage, not just its target. Youth today across

the globe already share priorities and val-

ues more than any generation before .

Youth need not have American political

ideals imposed on them; rather, they

should be empowered to adopt those

which they hold to be right.

A memetic strategy inherently take s

into account the enormous technological

advantages the United States possesses in

the arena of communications technolo-

gy. John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt of

the RAND Corporation have charted the

shift from hiera rchical to network-ori-

ented systems both in science and society.

They point to the emergence of a N o o s -

p h e r e, a “global ‘realm of the mind,’

which may have a profound impact on

s t a t e c raft,” with a corresponding N o o p o l i-

t i k, “undertaken as much by nonstate as

by state actors, that emphasizes the role of

informational soft power” and serves as

“supplement and complement to R e a l p o l i-

t i k. ”
2 4

The vast majority of infra s t r u c t u ra l

nodes constituting cyberspace are located

in the United States. Coupled with the

continued dominance of ideas genera t e d

in U.S. universities and think-tanks, the

potential for stronger coopera t i o n

between the diplomatic, scientific and

academic spheres should be explore d .
2 5

Even those who intuitively pre f e r

t raditional approaches to measuring

and exerting power should re c o g n i z e

the fragility of the current approach.

Countries where U.S. diplomatic

p resence is weak can become terrorist

havens, and this lack of engagement

m a kes political solutions to tensions

difficult. Fu r t h e r m o re, crippled

diplomacy cannot deliver important

information on local conditions

which over-stretched intelligence

agencies re q u i re .

The first step in adapting U.S.

diplomacy to continuously evolving

global circumstances will be to ensure

that the current operations of offices

charged with shaping policy serve

complementary functions in both

communicating the United States’s

policies and attempting to shape its

global image. As the U.S. government

begins to implement numerous

s t rategies for communicating the war

on terrorism and U.S. foreign policy

m o re broadly, it should bear in mind

the potent underlying cultural shifts

that subtly, but noticeably, impact

power dynamics in world politics.

Author’s Note: The author welcomes comments at

p k h a n n a @ b r o o k i n g s . e d u .
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